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Hans Werner Henze

MARK ALBURGER

Hans Werner Henze (July 1, 1926, Gutersloh, Germany - October 27, 2012, Dresden), the oldest of six children of a teacher, and showed early interest in art and music. That and his political views led to conflict with his conservative father, Franz, who had served in the First World War and was wounded at Verdun. Books by Christian and Jewish authors were replaced in the Henze household by literature reflecting Nazi views. The older boys, including Hans, were enrolled in the Hitler Youth.

Hans, who had heard broadcasts of classical music (particularly Mozart), began studies at the state music school of Braunschweig in 1942, studying piano, percussion, and theory. He had to break off his education after being conscripted into the army in 1944, towards the end of World War II. Trained as a radio officer, he was soon captured by the British and held in a prisoner-of-war camp. In 1945, he became an accompanist in the Bielefeld City Theatre and continued his training under Wolfgang Fortner at Heidelberg University the next year.

Henze had successful performances at Darmstadt, including an immediate success that season with a neo-baroque work for piano, flute and strings, that brought him to the attention of Schott Music publications. He also took part in the Darmstadt New Music Summer School, turning, in 1947, to serial compositions. During this time, he worked with 12-tone technique in his First Symphony and Violin Concerto. In 1948, Henze became musical assistant at the Deutscher Theater in Konstanz, where he composed his first opera Das Wundertheater, based on Cervantes. Subsequently, Sadler's Wells Ballet visited Hamburg, inspiring Henze to write the choreographic poem Ballett-Variationen, first performed in Düsseldorf in September 1949.

Following this, he became ballet conductor at the Hessisches Staatsstatheater Wiesbaden in Wiesbaden, where he composed two operas for radio, his Piano Concerto No. 1, and the jazz-influenced opera Boulevard Solitude, a re-imagining of Andre Prevost's Manon Lescaut (1731, also the basis of Jules Massenet's Manon, 1884).

In 1953, Henze left Germany in disappointment, in reaction against homophobia and the country's general political climate, and moved to Italy, where he remained for most of his life, at first settling on Ischia in the Gulf of Naples. Also resident were William Walton and his wife Susana, who took a great interest in the young German composer. Two years later, Henze's Quattro poemi for orchestra made clear that he had moved far from the avant-garde. In January 1956, Henze moved to Naples, initially he suffering disappointment, with the controversial premiere of the König Hirsch (The Stag King, 1957, Carlo Gozzi) -- despite its lush, rich textures.

A trend towards opulence was continued that year in Ondine, for choreographer Frederick Ashton, where the influence of Weber, Mendelssohn, Stravinsky (both Russian and Neoclassic), and jazz can all be heard. Henze's spikier Maratona di Danza (Luchino Visconti) even includes an on-stage band.

Henze's Five Neapolitan Songs, for Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, were also composed soon after his arrival in Naples, as well as Serenades and Arias. During a brief stay in Greece, he completed the harsh cantata-esque Kammermusik (1958), dedicated to Benjamin Britten and written for Peter Pears, the guitarist Julian Bream, and eight instrumentalists. That same year, with librettist Ingeborg Bachmann, Henze wrote the operas Der Prinz von Homburg (1958, after Heinrich von Kleist) in 1961, the composer, with his gardener-partner Fausto Moroni, moved to a secluded villa. La Leprara, on the hills of Marino, overlooking the Tiber south of Rome. From 1962 until 1967, Henze taught masterclasses in composition at the Mozarteum in Salzburg, in 1964 composing Choral Fantasy (1964) and Der Junge Lord (Bachmann, after Wilhelm Hauff). In the final year at Mozarteum, he became a visiting Professor at Dartmouth College.

Political concerns became prominent in such works as Symphony No. 6 (1969), Violin Concerto No. 2 (1971), and Voices (1973). Because or despite this, Henze became an Honorary Member of the Royal Academy of Music, London in 1975, with his activism reaching high point the next year with the premiere of We Come to the River.

At this point, Henze founded the Cantiere Internazionale d'Arte in Montepulciano, where Pollicino premiered in 1980. From here until 1991, he led a class in composition in the Cologne Music School.
In 1981 he founded the Mürztal Workshops in the Austria, and two years later wrote The English Cat, subsequently followed by the setting up of the Deutschlandsberg Youth Music Festival. 1988 saw the foundation of the Munich Biennale.

His later works, while less controversial, continued in political and social engagement, including The Sailor Who Fell From Grace with the Sea (Das Verratene Meer, 1990, based on Yukio Mishima's Gogo no Eiko).

Henze's Requiem (1993) comprises nine sacred concertos for piano, trumpet and chamber orchestra, and was written in memory of the Michael Vyner. In 1995 Henze received the Westphalian Music Prize, which has carried his name since 2001. The choral Symphony No. 9 (1997, Hans-Ulrich Treichel) is based on motifs from Anna Seghers's The Seventh Cross, as a defiant rejection of Nazism. Invited by Walter Fink, he was the tenth composer featured in the annual Komponistenporträt of the Rheingau Musik Festival in 2000, but he did not attend due to illness. 2003 saw the successful premiere of L'Upupa und der Triumph der Söhnesliebe (The Hoopoe and the Triumph of Filial Love) at the Salzburg Festival, based on a Syrian fairy tale. The next year included the composition of Sebastian im Traum (2004) and the reception of an honorary doctorate in Musicology from the Hochschule für Musik und Theater München.

Moroni cared for Henze when he suffered a spectacular emotional collapse during which he barely spoke and had to be encouraged to eat, living as though in a coma. In the year of Henze's sudden recovery in 2007, he wrote Phaedra, and Moroni died after a lengthy battle with cancer. Elogium Musicum (2008) with a Latin text by Henze, is an obituary to his partner of more than 40 years.
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MICHAEL MCDONAGH

Sometimes a busy schedule can work to advantage. You may not be able to squeeze everything but you can get a lot done. And so it was that I went to Berkeley, on October 20, to see and review four films in the Arab Film Festival and then decamped to the city for the San Francisco Composers Chamber Orchestra's Adventures Around the Lake with a Unicorn, at Old First Church. I got there late, and the piece in progress was Allan Crossman's 2012 Two Walks, of which I seem to have caught the second A Walk at Lake Merritt, an imaginative chromatic affair, which, not wanting to disturb the performers, I heard in the vestibule. And this odd vantage point once again exposed the sonic shortcomings of this brick walled hall. High pitches tended to blur, overtones dropping in and out with a kind of "soundless" thud.

The venue's acoustic was far more forgiving with John Bilotta's five-movement Thurber Country (2012) which didn't push the sonic envelope, but was nevertheless well-crafted, and certainly charming. Lisa Scola Prosek's 2012 overture to her opera-in-progress L'Aventura, set to premiere in 2013, is easily one of her best pieces. The two excerpts here -- Si, che sono triste, perche' mi mancano le stelle -- for orchestra, with the Scola Prosek at the piano, and Bocca baciata -- which she sang with co-soprano Maria Mikheyenko -- featured deft part writing, seductive yet contained colors, and piquant or calming harmonies. It called to mind what late composer-friend Virgil Thomson once said about his teacher Nadia Boulanger. "She taught you that writing music was like writing a letter. All you had to do was say what you had to, and then stop." Scola Prosek's music here was that letter, and the hall thankfully didn't get in its way.

I'm not sure what to make of Mark Alburger's 2012 Triple Concerto for Bassoon, Contrabassoon, and Harp ("Family"), though its scoring was certainly unorthodox, and the family in question -- Michael, Lori, and Samantha Garvey -- and the orchestra seemed up to its not inconsiderable demands. The first of its three movements -- "Allegro" -- was easily the best -- tight, its musical argument apprehendable -- while the other two seemed incompletely thought out, and therefore less expressive. But the orchestra, under Alburger's firm beat, gave it their all.

Too bad I missed Varese's 1923 Octandre, and the opening Dances to Mytilini (2011), by Davide Verotta, who can be a very striking composer.

The performers throughout I sounded completely engaged, which isn't an easy feat in our "economic downturn " times. But then music, and art have always mattered most when there's trouble at your door. Boccacio was right. Tell stories whatever the night.

Einstein on the Tour

MICHAEL MCDONAGH

What becomes a legend most? Well, in the case of two legends -- composer Philip Glass and director/designer Robert Wilson -- an international tour of their first and most famous of their five collaborations, Einstein on the Beach (1975), which began in Ann Arbor, Michigan in January 2012, goes on to Amsterdam in Jan 2013, and ends in Hong Kong in March 2013. But there's an irony. The piece "that broke all the rules of opera" -- there's no story, and certainly no star-crossed lovers, murder, or even betrayal -- is an endeavor on a par with the scale, ambition, and work force of 65 (onstage and off) of a standard repertory work, with according to lighting supervisor John Torres -- 800 cues, with about 75 each for its Dance 1 and Dance 2. Its incarnation at Brooklyn Academy of Music's Howard Gilman Opera House, the University of California's Zellerbach Hall, and Mexico City's Palacio De Bellas Artes was the product of 4-5 days of tech (each scenic element and the actors and dancers are lit separately) and cast rehearsals, with about a week's lodging for all at each stop. But did Einstein live up to or even exceed its reputation as a seminal work of 20th century music theatre? Judged by what I saw in New York and Berkeley, it clearly did, and it also drove home the simple fact that seeing it with others in a darkened theatre is a far more complete experience than hearing it at home alone on even the best sound system, and I've listened to both its original 1979 Tomato LP recording and its 1993 Nonesuch CD set many times over the years. But let's face it: music is as confrontational as anything else. It's like meeting someone online, and then live. The latter is no longer an invention, but something implausibly real.

And much of Einstein does seem implausible. Is the train which inches forward and back in Train One to Glass's rapidly shifting and rapidly modulating music really the Night Train and a Building; is the white toy plane slowly going up across the screen the one that causes the final scene, The Spaceship, which seems to be about nuclear catastrophe? Are the two largely immobile and hieratic trials about something more than their exquisite tableaux look? Glass has said that what you see is all -- "that's it" -- while Wilson says, "Here, it's a work where you go and can get lost. That's the idea. It's like a good novel. You don't have to understand anything." One can easily come up on the side of either Glass or Wilson, but that's not the point, and it certainly isn't the matter because Einstein is something to be encountered live.

And it felt live in entirely different ways at BAM and Zellerbach: the full bore purity of the sound with large banks of black speaker monitors at the Gilman, and the thicker, sometimes muddled sound in the Art Brut concrete interior of Zellerbach which paradoxically allowed the music's different lines with their combination tones to come through loud and clear.
The images were just as astonishing each time, with dancers leaping from behind the masked proscenium at Gilman, and from the black curtained flies in Zellerbach. The Trial looked even more epic and inscrutable at Zellerbach, and felt different too. Was it personal circumstance that made me feel that Glass's colors in Trial One -- which he lays down as methodically but ineluctably as Arnold Schoenberg's Farben movement in Funf Stucke Fur Orchester (1909), was too little, too long in the first presentation, but felt just right in the second? But then how long is long and how short is long?

Or maybe my response to Trial and other parts of Einstein has more to do with what Glass experienced perceiving his score for Mabou Mines 1965 production of Beckett's Play where the "quickening " he felt was in a different place each time. And Einstein, if it's about anything, is about our experience of space, and/or time, in different times when we experience ourselves and time in a fresh way. Time in the moment stilled, or perhaps open to another space, and time, in this present time. And I think if Einstein questions anything, it's this. Forget the critics saying Einstein's the new Wagnerian gesamtkunstwerk. It ain't. It's just "very fresh and clean." An eternal Gertrude Steinian "continuous present" in which nothing external obtrudes.

---

**Chronicle**

October 20

San Francisco Composers Chamber Orchestra presents Adventures Around the Lake with a Unicorn: Mark Alburger's Triple Concerto for Bassoon, Contrabassoon, and Harp ("Family"), John Bilotta's Thurber Country, Allan Crossman's Two Walks (Lakes Merced and Merritt), Lisa Scola Prosek's Overture to L'Avventura, Edgar Varese's Octandre, and Davide Verotta's Dances to Mytilini. Old First Presbyterian Church, San Francisco, CA. "The concert opened with a short piece by Italian composer Davide Verotta entitled Dances to Mytilini. Inspired by the folkloric traditions of the eastern Balkans and Turkey, this five dance cycle for violin, cello, flute and piano provided a taste of Eastern Europe. The use of traditional harmonies was subtly incorporated throughout with each short dance blending a variety of interesting effects. The first dance created an ethereal blend of static timbral sounds between instruments with a similar atmosphere created in the fourth dance by means of violin harmonics and piano string strumming. The more spirited elements of the work were found in the second dance, featuring clapping and instrumental tapping, and a typically rustic final dance to round off this delightful work. With the audience suitably acclimated, the program turned in stark contrast to Edgard Varèse's Octandre for winds and double bass. Despite his complete surviving works lasting a total of only three hours, French composer Varèse is widely regarded as a major influence in 20th century music. Written in 1923, Octandre has a distinct Stravinsky influence which would be understandable given the increased popularity of the Rite of Spring during the 1920s. Tonight’s performance was performed to great effect, creating visceral, primal sounds with a powerful blending of timbre. Trumpeter Cindy Collins rose above the powerful homogenous sound throughout with spectacular clarity and sparkling tone. Music Director and Conductor Mark Alburger controlled the sound superbly, bringing out a variety of different colors whilst testing the limits of the acoustics. Composer Allan Crossman was present to introduce his work Two Walks, concluding the first half of the concert. The composer provided a somewhat humorously unorthodox insight into the piece by singing every important melodic theme. As the title indicates, this work represented two contrasting walks one at Lake Merced and the other at Lake Merritt. The former, perhaps a much shorter walk, was placid and simple with an accompanying blanket of low sound underneath a higher ranged melodic line. The latter was a much more interesting account, often times joyful yet with an undercurrent of concern. The culmination of the work presented a low, rhythmically driving tutti which brought the work to a well-paced end. The second half of the program was another intriguing eclectic mix of new music. Composer John Bilotta, also present, introduced his work entitled Thurber Country (2012) based on the “world” created by the popular American author and cartoonist James Thurber. Made up of five differing sections, the work was through composed with no breaks and no discernible movement changes, something that the composer apparently laughed about when working on structure with conductor Martha Stoddard.
There were, however, a myriad of differing tempi, moods and emotions explored conveying the varying witticisms and comic insights of Thurber. The program continued along the theme of diversity with the presentation of Lisa Scola Prosek’s Overture to L’Avventura (2012), an operatic tribute to the musical culture of Naples. A commission by Thick House, a San Francisco performing arts presenter, this overture gave us a flavor of a work with a proposed 2013 completion date. A multi talented artist, Ms. Scola Prosek featured not only as composer, but as pianist and vocalist alongside soprano Maria Mikheyenko. Perhaps the most traditional of works on the program, it exuded immense beauty through rich, tonal harmonies. There was an intriguing sense of underlying turmoil featuring throughout by means of descending chromatic sequences. There was no story provided for the entire opera, but this offering whetted my appetite for more. The chamber orchestra was somewhat overwhelming upon the entry of the soprano duet, but the overall sense of beauty was not lost. The final piece on the program was something that caught my eye from the very beginning; Triple Concerto for Bassoon, Contrabassoon and Harp, Op. 201 (2012) written by Mark Alburger. It was rather charmingly described as a piece written for and dedicated to family members Michael, Lori and Samantha Garvey, all three of whom have collaborated with the San Francisco Composers Chamber Orchestra. The energetic Alburger explained that it was mapped on Beethoven’s Triple Concerto for Violin, Cello and piano but humorously added that unlike Beethoven, his work is more concise and “doesn’t riff.” As soon as the concerto began, he wasted no time creating a sound world entrenched in a deep, dark bassoon texture from. Whilst given the form of a concerto, the work was by no means virtuosic for either instrument, but what it did demonstrate was a solid and skilled ability to maintain what can only be described as a diaphragm and lung workout. The low bassoon timbre was difficult to blend with the orchestra, but the second movement excelled. With plucked strings accompanying a lyrical contrabassoon solo, a wondrous and mystical atmosphere was created, colored with added harp rolls. The final movement was a jaunty blues in which the orchestra let loose upon direction of the exceptional animated conducting of Alburger. It was an apt end to the concert, mirroring the entire program from start to finish; novel, intriguing, varied and exceptionally fun” [Brendan Guy, Bachtrack, 10/14/12].

October 21

Sonic Harvest. Anne Callaway's Speak to Me my Love and Peter Josheff's Sutro Tower in the Fog. Hillside Club, Berkeley, CA.

October 23


October 25

WNYC Soundcheck Live! Pan Sonatas Steel Orchestra and the Brooklyn Philharmonic Players in the world premieres of Ted Hearne's But I Voted for Shirley Chisholm, Chris Cerrone's Flows Beneath, Matt Marks' Bluetooth Islands, and music of Kendall Williams, plus Tim Fite's Copycat, and Arnold Schoenberg's Accompanying Music to a Film Scene, Op. 34. World Financial Center Winter Garden, New York, NY.

Percussionists Steven Schick, William Winant, Daniel Kennedy, and Christopher Froh perform Cage’s Constructions. Yerba Buena Center for the Arts, San Francisco, CA.

October 26


October 27

Death of Hans Werner Henze (b. 7/1/26, Gütersloh, Germany), at 86. Dresden, Germany. "[He was] a prolific German composer who came of age in the Nazi era and grew estranged from his country while gaining renown for richly imaginative operas and orchestral works. Born into a European generation that wanted to make a fresh start at the end of World War II, Mr. Henze . . . did so without wholly negating the past. He wanted a new music that would carry with it the emotion, the opulence and the lyricism of the Romantic era, even if those elements now had to be fought for. Separating himself from the avant-garde, he devoted himself to genres many of his colleagues regarded as outmoded: opera, song, the symphony. By the early 1960s Mr. Henze was an international figure with enthusiastic admirers in the United States. His Fifth Symphony was commissioned by the New York Philharmonic, which gave the work’s premiere in 1963, with Leonard Bernstein conducting. More than 40 years later, the orchestra took part in commissioning one of Mr. Henze’s last orchestral works, the tone poem Sebastian Dreaming. He maintained relationships with other American institutions as well, including the Boston Symphony, which commissioned his Eighth Symphony (1992-93), and the Tanglewood Music Festival, where he was composer-in-residence in 1988. His music expressed passionate but mixed feelings about his German heritage. His Nazi-era childhood alone would have produced, at the least, ambivalence about that heritage, but his homosexuality only further estranged him, particularly from the bourgeois West German society of the immediate postwar years. And he found little sympathy at home for his embrace of the Romantic past.
He had to escape, and in 1953 he abruptly left for Italy. But he went on writing operas for theaters in Germany, where he was far more popular than any other composer of his time. That success brought him material comfort, and he came to give a fair physical impression of the kind of well-to-do burgher he might well have feared and despised in his youth: tight-suited, bald, energetic even when still. What failed to fit this image of stiff propriety was his unfailing charm, his sardonic sense of humor and his fondness for his many friends. As he grew older, the matter of Germany became increasingly important to his music. Having written his Cuban-.inflected Sixth Symphony (1969) -- produced during a period when he spent a great deal of time in Cuba -- he composed his Seventh (1983-84) for the Berlin Philharmonic, taking Beethoven as his model. Again with Beethoven in mind and again writing for the Berlin Philharmonic, he made his Ninth a choral symphony -- and a drama -- telling a story of desperation and hope set during the Nazi epoch. . . After army service in 1944 and 1945 he studied with Wolfgang Fortner at the Heidelberg Institute for Church Music and with the French composer René Leibowitz. He soon became acquainted with the modern music that had been banned by the Nazis -- notably Stravinsky and Berg, as well as jazz -- and gained the means to create a sprightly style that carried him through an abundant youthful output. By the time he was 25 he had written three symphonies, several ballets and his first full-length opera, Boulevard Solitude (1951). In his Second String Quartet (1952) he drew close to his more avant-garde contemporaries, but the moment quickly passed. The next year he left his post as music director of the Wiesbaden State Theater to settle on the Bay of Naples, and his music at once became luxurious and frankly emotional, as exemplified by his fairy-tale opera King Stag, first performed in Berlin in 1956. It was an exultant period, which also brought forth his Fourth Symphony (1955); the full-length ballet Ondine (1956-57), produced with choreography by Frederick Ashton at Covent Garden; Nocturnes and Arias, for soprano and orchestra (1957); and Chamber Music, for tenor, guitar, and octet (1958). In his next opera, The Prince of Homburg, first produced in Hamburg in 1960, he caricatured German militarism within a style fashioned after the bel canto operas of Bellini and Donizetti. After this came Elegy for Young Lovers, to a libretto by W. H. Auden and Chester Kallman, about a poet's use of his family and acquaintances in his art. The story's alpine setting offered Mr. Henze the opportunity for glistening, radiant music, scored for a chamber orchestra. The work had its first performance in Schwetzingen, Germany, in 1961, and has been more widely seen than any of the composer's other operas. The Young Lord, presented by City Opera in 1973, is the only of one Mr. Henze's full-length operas to have received a professional staging in New York (His one-act opera The End of a World was presented by Encompass New Opera Theater in 2003). Working again with Auden and Kallman, he went on to a much bigger operatic project, The Bassarids, a remake of Euripides' Bacchae, which was presented at the 1966 Salzburg Festival. The undertaking provoked a creative crisis, out of which Mr. Henze re-emerged as a radical socialist.

Irregular Resolutions, 8th Annual New Music Concert. John Biotta's Brain Freeze and Renaissance Songs, Carol Belcher's Los Lazos del Ayer, Gary Friedman's Sticks and Tones, Steve Mobia's Nudge, Ed Dierlauf's Masonic Tectonic, and Davide Verotta's The Sofa. Community Music Center, San Francisco, CA.

San Francisco Contemporary Music Players presents John Cage's Musicircus, Yerba Buena Center fot the Arts, San Francisco, CA.

October 30

John Zorn Halloween Celebration, featuring the world premiere of Ceremonial Magic and organ improvisation. St. Paul's Chapel, Columbia University, New York, NY.